“Wirraway - Australia’s Most Innovative A Class Motorhome”

From Wirraway, “Australia’s Most Innovative Motorhomes”

Automatic Management of - Power Supply & Charging - Water Filling - Climate Control - Security Lighting & Remote Controlled Storage Drawer System

The Wirraway Evolution 330 SL - With Slideout Living / Dining Room

A Class Motorhoming will never be the same since the release of the Wirraway Evolution 330 SL
Every Wirraway Motorhome is fully custombuilt, every one is different but they are all brilliantly designed by passionate motorhomers and are handbuilt by dedicated staff.
They are designed to complement your lifestyle and to make your life as comfortable and easy as it can be and are unlike any other motorhome on the market.
The Wirraway Evolution 330 SL is no exception, the interior is luxurious and designed for you and your lifestyle and is truly unique.
Everything about the Evolution 330 SL is a statement of opulence and innovation, it features a spacious full length Slideout Living Room complete with Leather Lounge,
Large Leather Dinette, quality fittings, large insulated windows, full LED lighting and a dream Kitchen with everything you could want - right where you need it!
The Evolution 330 SL is finished throughout with solid crafted Tasmanian Myrtle cabinetry. This motorhome is a brilliant design, your’s will be even better!

Your Evolution 330 SL slideout is protected from the weather with triple weather seals and features a unique fully
enclosed inboard mechanism, everything is above floor level away from dust, mud and road grime that plague
other systems. The operation is smooth and at the touch of a button the heavy duty electric motor (with manual
override) pushes the Large Slideout Living Room out, opening up to even more spacious environment.
Evolution 330 SL includes all of Wirraway’s unique and innovative electronic technologies, automatic storage
drawers & service hatches, motorized Winegard Sensar antenna, electric entry step, full length Dometic electric
awning, and an Onan generator and LED Lighting throughout. For more information about this motorhome
contact Rob Tonkin, or refer to our supporting specifications on our website.

The dream Kitchen features: large benchspace, stainless steel sink, stove,
oven, full sized AES fridge, microwave and large full height roll out pantry.

The full leather two seat lounge is opposite the entertainment centre
featuring a 32” HD LCD TV with DVD player and computer connectivity.

The Bedroom is beautifully appointed with plush pelmet covers and window furnishing. The bedside tables have 240v powerpoints and 12v DC outlets, drawers, LED reading and strip lights
and overhead cupboards. The Bathroom is separate with vacuum flush ceramic bowl toilet and full size separate shower circular shower, privacy is provided with two cavity sliding doors.

The Wirraway Evolution 330SL - With Full Length Slideout Living Room
Includes all of Wirraway’s Unique and Innovative electronic technologies: automatic opening
storage drawers and service hatches, electric entry step, motorized Winegard TV antenna and full length
Dometic electric awning - even the Onan generator is a standard feature!

Everything that can be automated for
your convenience in every Wirraway
has been - from the unique and
innovative remote controlled storage
drawers & service lockers to the
Dometic rollout electric awning,
motorized Winegard digital TV
antenna and the electric entry step.
Your storage drawers and service lockers provide safe and
convenient access to everything. With your Wirraway there is
no need to bend over to change your gas bottles or to store
your chairs & tables, everything opens at waist level. Even
your outdoor kitchen is at waist level and is ready to use in
seconds. The mains water filing hose operates on an
electrically operated rewind reel. At the dedicated pump
station locker you can even fill Water Tanks automatically
or pump water from a river or creek when you need to!

This Innovative EC200 Computerized Control Panel
and the EC325 Power Supply Unit automatically controls
and manages the Power Supply & Charging requirements
for the House Batteries, Solar Panels regulation, Security
Lighting, Air Conditioning and Event Timing.
Both units featured are unique to Wirraway Motorhomes.

The unique heavy duty drawers and lockers are for: 3 x 4.5kg gas bottles ,Batteries, Onan generator, washer, outdoor kitchen & storage!

For Details Contact Our Sales Team

View our website for a Virtual Reality Tour of this Exceptional Motorhome
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